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TUESDAY, JULY 12, 2011

SENATE SESSION 10:00 AM Senate Chambers
Voting Session:
SCR203 [Rice, Ronald L.+1], DOC ed. devel. prog.-override LIV
SCR204 [Turner, Shirley K.], DOC drug treatment prog.-override LIV
SCR206 [Madden, Fred H./Girgenti, John A.+1], DHSS health ctr.-override LIV
SCR207 [Vitale, Joseph F./Cunningham, Sandra B.+1], DHSS charity care claim-override LIV
SCR208 [Greenstein, Linda R./Gordon, Robert M.+3], Addl. Aid-Above Adequacy-override LIV
SCR209 [Whelan, Jim/Gill, Nia H.+3], Addl. Aid-Below Adequacy-override LIV
SCR211 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Rice, Ronald L.+1], Opportunity Prog. Grants-override LIV
SCR212 [Gordon, Robert M./Whelan, Jim+1], Part-Time Tuition Aid-override LIV
SCR213 [Gordon, Robert M./Whelan, Jim+2], Tuition Aid Grants-override LIV
SCR214 [Sarlo, Paul A./Lesniak, Raymond J.], Nonpub Tech. Initiative aid-override LIV
SCR216 [Cody, Richard J./Whelan, Jim], Outpatient mental health-override LIV
SCR217 [Van Drew, Jeff/Sacco, Nicholas J.+1], UEZ collection allocatin-override LIV
SCR219 [Norcross, Donald/Stack, Brian P.+1], Transitional Aid-override LIV
SCR223 [Sweeney, Stephen M.], Early Child Intervention-override LIV
SCR224 [Turner, Shirley K./Whelan, Jim], Sch. dist. St. aid use-override LIV
SCR225 [Sacco, Nicholas J./Stack, Brian P.], Sch. dist. surplus fds.-override LIV
SCR226 [Lesniak, Raymond J./Whelan, Jim+1], After 3 student svc.-override LIV
SCR227 [Cunningham, Sandra B./Lesniak, Raymond J.], Work First NJ-Child Care-override LIV
SCR228 [Greenstein, Linda R./Whelan, Jim], Student Tuition Asst Reward-override LIV
SCR229 [Buono, Barbara/Ruiz, M. Teresa], Hispanic Women's Ctr.-override LIV
SCR233 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Smith, Bob], Hispanic Policy Ctr.-override LIV
SCR236 [Rice, Ronald L.], Lead Hazard Control Asst.-override LIV
SCR238 [Sarlo, Paul A./Gordon, Robert M.], Pymts Med Asst Nursing Home-override LIV

THURSDAY, JULY 14, 2011

Senate Health, Human Services and Senior Citizens Meeting
1:00 PM John Grieco Auditorium at the Bergen Academies,
200 Hackensack Avenue, Hackensack, NJ
Chair: Sen. Weinberg, Loretta
S3003 [Allen, Diane B./Beck, Jennifer+3], Women's health svc.:$6.3M
S3013 [Weinberg, Loretta/Vitale, Joseph F.], Medicaid coverage, family planning:$1M

THURSDAY, JULY 21, 2011

*NJ Law Revision Commission Meeting 4:30 PM
Commission Offices, 7th Floor, 153 Halsey St., Newark, NJ